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Rumaysa: a Fairytale - Radiya Hafiza 2021-04
A magical, empowering and fantastically funny
fairytale retelling from debut middle-grade
author Radiya Hafizah.
Grounded: The Adventures of Rapunzel (Tyme
#1) - Megan Morrison 2015-04-28
"Think you know Rapunzel's story? Think again,
because the tower was only the beginning..." -Jennifer Nielsen, New York Times bestselling
author of THE FALSE PRINCE In all of Tyme,
from the Redlands to the Grey, no one is as lucky
as Rapunzel. She lives in a magic tower that
obeys her every wish; she reads wonderful books
starring herself as the heroine; her hair is the
longest, most glorious thing in the world. And
she knows this because Witch tells her so---her
beloved Witch, who protects her from evil
princes, the dangerous ground under the tower,
even unhappy thoughts. Rapunzel can't imagine
any other life. Then a thief named Jack climbs
into her room to steal one of her enchanted
roses. He's the first person Rapunzel's ever met
who isn't completely charmed by her (well, the
first person she's met at all, really), and he is
infuriating-- especially when he hints that Witch
isn't telling her the whole truth. Driven by anger
at Jack and her own nameless fears, Rapunzel
descends to the ground for the first time, and
finds a world filled with more peril than Witch
promised ... and more beauty, wonder, and
adventure than she could have dreamed.

Totally Amazing Facts about Geography Cari Meister 2018-01-01
Did you know that Antarctica is really a desert?
Ever wondered what the world's most crowded
city is? Curious to learn where you can swim in
lakes as pink as strawberry milkshakes?
Discover these and over 100 other outrageous
and surprising facts about places all around the
world. Fun geography trivia plus a bold, bright
design and lively photos will keep reluctant and
struggling reader wanting more!
Frankly, I'd Rather Spin Myself a New
Name! - Jessica Gunderson 2020-03-28
OF COURSE you think we were evil, spiteful
fairies, cursing the poor princess with a forever
sleep. You don't know the other side of the story.
Well, let us tell you.
Beauty and the Beast - Gabrielle-Suzanne Barbot
de Villeneuve 2017-03
This is the first published version of Beauty and
the Beast, written by the French author
Gabrielle-Suzanne Barbot de Villeneuve in the
mid-18th century and translated by James
Robinson Planch . It is a novel-length story
intended for adult readers, addressing the issues
of the marriage system of the day in which
women had no right to choose their husband or
to refuse to marry. There is also a wealth of rich
back story as to how the Prince became cursed
and revelations about Beauty's parentage, which
fail to appear in subsequent versions of the now
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classic fairy tale.
Rapunzel - 1997
A retelling of a folktale in which a beautiful girl
with long golden hair is kept imprisoned in a
lonely tower by a sorceress. Includes a note on
the origins of the story.
Sleeping Handsome and the Princess Engineer Kay Woodward 2016-01-01
Prince Jack, often called Prince Handsome,
grows up under a curse, and when he is pricked
by a sword he and the whole castle fall sound
asleep-- and as the years pass a city of
skyscrapers grow up around the castle making it
hard to find, but luckily Princess Anya has an
antique map she found on the Internet and her
very own tunnel-boring machine.
Fairy Tales for Fearless Girls - Anita Ganeri
2019-07-16
This beautiful illustrated treasury presents an
inspiring collection of 15 stories from around the
world, retold by multi award-winning author
Anita Ganeri. Showcasing narratives that
celebrate strong, independent women, these
fairy tales contain heroines that aren't reduced
to being wives or witches! Instead they run free
and possess the qualities we would hope for in
our daughters and friends: self-confidence,
strength, wits, courage, fearlessness, and
independence. They live freely, happily ever
after, without restraint or narrowly defined
roles. These stories include: • Atalanta the
Huntress (Greece) • Nana Miriam (Niger) •
Fitcher's Bird (Germany) • The Girl and the
Puma (Argentina) • Li Chi Slays the Serpent
(China) • Brave Woman Counts Coup (US/White
River Sioux) • Mizilca (Romania) • The Pirate
Princess (Poland/Jewish) • The Samurai Maiden
(Japan) • Molly Whuppie (England) Bold and
imaginative, these tales will capture the hearts
and minds of young readers everywhere. Perfect
for kids age 8+.
Rapunzel Stories Around the World - Cari
Meister 2014-07-01
Retells the classic German tale of Rapunzel in
the tower, along with the similar tales of Clotilde
from the Philippines, and Petrosinella from Italy.
Sugar Cane - Patricia Storace 2007-07-01
A version of the folktale Rapunzel, set in the
Caribbean.
The Other Side of the Story - Nancy Jean
Loewen 2014-10-01

That's NOT the way it was! say five characters
from some of the worlds most beloved fairy
tales. In reality, Cinderella wasn't the sweetest
belle of the ball. She was an annoying
chatterbox. Jack was a petty thief. And Little Red
Riding Hood? Spoiled rotten! Its all about point
of view. Pull up a chair, and get the full scoop
straight from the mouths of the wicked
stepmother, the giant, the prince, Baby Bear,
and the wolf. Get the Other Side of the Story!
Rio 2: Off and Flying - Cari Meister 2014-02-25
From the creators of Ice Age and Epic, Rio 2
flies into theaters in April 2014. Join Blu, Jewel,
and all your favorite Rio characters for a wild
adventure in this retelling of the movie perfect
for young fans! The sighting of another blue
Spix's Macaw in the Amazon sends Blu and Jewel
on a trip across the country. Their kids have
never been anywhere but Rio, and with all there
is to see and do in the jungle, home is the
furthest thing from their minds! Filled with fullcolor illustrations from the film, this 8x8
storybook is sure to be a hit.
Tiny the Snow Dog - Cari Meister 2001-09-10
Tiny and his best friend love winter. And the
best thing about winter is playing in the snow!
Tiny's friend throws a snowball, and Tiny runs to
catch it. Tiny runs and runs until his friend can't
see him anymore. Where is Tiny? He is missing!
And what is that sound? Is it a snow monster
crunching through the snow, or is it just Tiny the
snow dog?
Tales of Enchantment - Pleasant DeSpain 2003
Contains a magical collection of folktales from
around the world.
Princess Furball - Charlotte Huck 1994-03-29
Once upon a time a cruel King decided to
betroth his motherless daughter to an Ogre in
exchange for fifty wagons filled with silver.
When the Princess learns what her father has
done, she is horrified. But she is as clever as she
is beautiful. Quickly, the Princess devises a plan
to escape and, relying on her own spunk and
good sense, ultimately marries the man she
chooses for herself.
Pretty Salma - Niki Daly 2007
In this version of "Little Red Riding Hood," set in
Ghana, a young girl fails to heed Granny's
warning about the dangers of talking to
strangers.
Tiny's Bath - Cari Meister 2012-04-12
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It's clear that Tiny is a not-so-tiny dog. A pail, a
sink, and even a bathtub are too small to wash
him in. Will Tiny ever get the mud cleaned off
him? Find out in this fun Level 1 reader.
Snow White - Chloe Perkins 2016-09-13
The classic story of Snow White gets a fresh
twist in this vibrant Japanese spin on the beloved
fairy tale! Once upon a time, there was a
princess called Snow White. She lived in a
magnificent castle with her stepmother, a
beautiful but wicked queen... The classic tale of
Snow White gets a fresh twist in this debut title
of a brand-new board book series, Once Upon a
World. With Japan as the backdrop, and
beautiful artwork from Japanese illustrator Misa
Saburi, Snow White is still the same girl who
meets seven dwarves and accepts a shiny red
apple—but she’s totally reimagined. Once Upon
a World offers a multicultural take on the fairy
tales we all know and love. Because these tales
are for everyone, everywhere.
Snow White Stories Around the World - Jessica
Gunderson 2014-11-01
Think there's just one fairy tale with a beautiful
girl and an evil stepmother? Think again!
Cultures all around the world have their own
Snow White stories. Visit Albania, Germany,
Mozambique, and Turkey, and find out who
meets 40 dragons instead of seven dwarfs, and
on whose forehead a bright star shines.
Once Upon a World Collection - Chloe Perkins
2018-08-21
Take a magical tour around the world with these
four fairy tales from the Once Upon a World
board book series—now available together in an
enchanting collection! Read along as Snow
White flees her castle in Japan and meets seven
mysterious dwarves and Cinderella attends a
ball in Mexico and loses her glass slipper. And
delight as Rapunzel escapes her tower in India
and a princess in Russia proves herself with one
tiny pea. Once Upon a World offers a
multicultural take on the fairy tales we all know
and love. Because fairy tales are for everyone,
everywhere! This delightful collection includes:
Snow White Cinderella Rapunzel The Princess
and the Pea
Airplane Adventure - Cari Meister 2010
Juan and Anna travel to Mexico on an airplane to
see their grandmother.
JATS Fairytale Classics Beauty and the Beast -

John Kurtz 2006-12-19
A castle, a ball gown, and a handsome prince . . .
"Happily ever after" keeps getting happier!
These two new Jump at the Sun Fairytale
Classics are sure to be a big hit this spring.
These superb retellings feature two of the most
popular princesses of all time-Beauty and the
Beast, and Rapunzel. Simply told and beautifully
illustrated by Disney artist John Kurtz they are
sure to capture the imagination of every little
princess who's lucky enough to receive them.
Beauty and the Beast. Rapunzel
The Clever Dolphin - Cari Meister 2012-07
Piper is trapped in a tuna net and it is up to
Meko the dolphin to rescue her sister.
Rapunzel Stories Around the World - Cari
Meister 2014-07-01
Retells the classic German tale of Rapunzel in
the tower, along with the similar tales of Clotilde
from the Philippines, and Petrosinella from Italy.
Rapunzel Stories Around the World - Cari
Meister 2016-06-02
Think there's just one fairy tale with a girl
locked away in a tall tower? Think again!
Cultures all around the world have their own
Rapunzel stories. Visit Germany, Italy and the
Philippines, and find out who is guarded by a
flesh-eating monster, and whose hero flies off on
a magical winged horse.
When Tiny Was Tiny - Cari Meister 1999-09-13
When Tiny was a puppy, he fit inside a shoe. He
fit in a bag, and he even fit in a pocket. Then
Tiny grew, and now he is too big for his
doghouse. He is too big to lick his friend's face-yuck! Young readers will enjoy this sweet, funny
story about a very big dog who was once a tiny
puppy. Not since Clifford has a big dog been so
appealing!
I Love Trees - Cari Meister 2011-03-01
A child lists some of the many things he loves
about trees. Includes suggested learning
activities.
The Princess and the Pea - Chloe Perkins
2017-09-26
The classic story of “The Princess and the Pea”
gets a fresh twist in this Russian spin on the
beloved fairy tale! The classic tale of a princess
and a pea gets a fresh twist in this fourth book of
the Once Upon a World board book series. With
Russia as the backdrop, and stunning artwork
from illustrator Dinara Mirtalipova, whose art
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style draws from Russian folklore, this is the
same beloved story but it’s totally reimagined.
Once Upon a World offers a multicultural take
on the fairy tales we all know and love. Because
these tales are for everyone, everywhere.
Beneath the Moon - Yoshi Yoshitani
2020-09-01
Powerful and universal retellings of seventyeight divine stories, legends, and myths from
around the world, each accompanied by a
gorgeous illustration from acclaimed artist Yoshi
Yoshitani. Many of the lessons we learn are
shared stories passed among cultures and
generations. In this riveting collection of fables
and folktales from cultures across the globe,
characters from beloved fairytales, cultural
fables, ancient mythologies, and inspirational
deities are brought to life, including Sleeping
Beauty (Italy), Rapunzel (Germany), Jack and the
Beanstalk (England), Our Lady of Guadalupe
(Mexico), Sun God Ra (Egypt), the Crane Wife
(Japan), and dozens more. Lesser-known stories
introduce characters such as the volcano
goddess Pele from Hawaii; Mwindo, the wise and
powerful king of the Nyanga people; and the
strong and resilient Yennenga, mother of the
Mossi people in Burkina Faso. The recurring
themes of conquering evil, overcoming
adversity, and finding love and companionship
are woven throughout this collection. Yoshi
Yoshitani's art style is fresh and unique,
featuring diverse and multicultural characters.
Each story will be featured opposite a
correlating illustration, both lush and vibrant.
Hansel and Gretel Stories Around the World Cari Meister 2016-08
Retells the classic Grimm fairy tale of the
children who encounter a witch in the forest,
together with three similar tales from Russia,
Italy, and the Philippines.
Four Seasons in One Day - 2016-10-04
Follow a little girl called Isabelle and her dog,
Pickle, as they travel through the four seasons in
one day. Accompanied by pieces from Vivaldi's
Four Seasons, this first title in a series of sound
books that bring classical music to life for young
children.
The Random House Book of Fairy Tales 1985-08-12
A lush treasury of 19 fairy tales that generations
of children have grown up on, lushly illustrated

by Diane Goode.
Little Red Riding Hood Stories Around the
World - Jessica Gunderson 2014-07-01
Retells the classic German version of the fairy
tale of a girl and a wolf, along with similar tales
from Italy and Taiwan.
No Lie, Pigs (and Their Houses) Can Fly! Jessica Gunderson 2016-01-01
Kids already know about the huffing, puffing
wolf and the headaches he caused the three
little pigs. But how does the classic fairy tale
change when it's told by the wolf himself? This
lighthearted first-person narrative entertains,
subtly teaches the idea of point of view, and
supports Common Core standards all at once.
Blackberry Blue - Jamila Gavin 2013-11-07
A stunning collection of mystical fairy tales,
Blackberry Blue is packed with picturesque
moments that will bewitch readers - Booktrust
Step into a magical world of enchanted forests,
talking animals and wicked witches . . . These six
magical stories will thrill and enchant you.
Watch Blackberry Blue rise from the bramble
patch; follow Emeka the pathfinder on his
mission to save a lost king; join Princess Desire
as she gallops across the Milky Way on her jetblack horse. These beautifully written and
original stories will delight readers of all ages,
and the stunning illustrations by Richard
Collingridge will take your breath away. Gavin's
six stories are spooky, engaging and refreshing
in their originality. Complemented by Richard
Collingridge's atmospheric illustrations, this
lovely book deserves to become a classic. Marilyn Brocklehurst, Bookseller
Beauty and the Beast Stories Around the World Cari Meister 2016-10-06
Think there's just one fairy tale with a beautiful
girl and a monster? Think again! Cultures all
around the world have their own Beauty and the
Beast stories. Visit France, China, and
Switzerland, and find out who asks for a grape
instead of a rose, and whose beast is a snake.
Rapunzel - Chloe Perkins 2017-03-21
The classic story of Rapunzel gets a fresh twist
in this vibrant Indian spin on the beloved fairy
tale! Once upon a time, there was a girl with
long, long hair, who lived in a tall, tall tower...
The classic tale of Rapunzel gets a fresh twist in
this third book of a brand-new board book
series, Once Upon a World. With India as the
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backdrop, and vibrant artwork from illustrator
Archana Sreenivasan, Rapunzel is still the same
girl who lets down her beautiful hair—but she’s
totally reimagined. Once Upon a World offers a
multicultural take on the fairy tales we all know
and love. Because these tales are for everyone,
everywhere.
Cinderella - Chloe Perkins 2016-09-13
This is a board book version of the beloved tale
of Cinderella, set in Mexico.
Cinderella Stories Around the World - Cari M
Meister 2014-11-01

Think there's just one fairy tale with an
overworked girl and wicked stepsisters? Think
again! Cultures all around the world have their
own Cinderella stories. Visit Canada, China,
Egypt, and France, and find out whose glass
slippers are made of red silk, and whose fairy
godmother is a fish.
Really, Rapunzel Needed a Haircut! - Jessica
Gunderson 2014-10-01
OF COURSE you think I was a horrible old
witch, locking fair haired Rapunzel in that tall,
tall tower. You don't know the other side of the
story. Well, let me tell you.
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